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Abstract-The use of interior penalty methods as a basis for developing finite element approximations of 
boundary value problems with constraints is explored. Particular attention isgiven to the Signorini problem of 
contact of an elastic body with a rigid foundation. Error estimates are derived and the results of a numerical 
experiment are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the development of interior penalty formulations of a class of 
contact problems in elastostatics and with their use as a basis for the development of new finite 
element methods for the numerical solution of problems of this type. In recent years, the use of 
exterior penalty methods has been very popular as a basis for the development of finite element 
schemes for the analysis of boundary-value problems with constraints. We mention, in this 
regard, the reduced integration methods of Zienkiewicz, Taylor and Too[l], Malkus and 
Hughes[2] and the studies of their numerical stability and convergence properties by Oden, 
Kikuchi and Song[3]. These methods are best veiwed as arising from formulations of boundary- 
value problems as constrained optimization problems. Then many ideas from classical opti- 
mization theory can be used to solve the systems of equations or inequalities characterizing the 
discretized problems. 
For example, consider the problem of minimizing afunctional F on a closed convex set K of a 
Hilbert space V. The exterior penalty method involves replacing F by a penalized functional 
where E is an arbitrary positive number and P is an exterior penalty functional endowed with 
the properties uch that 
(i) P is weakly lower semicontinuous 
(ii) P( 21) 2 0, 
P(u)=Oiff v E IL, P(u)>Oif u eK. 
Generally P is designed so that P(u) increases with the distance from u to the constraint set; 
thus, the more the constraint is violated by a trial vector u E V, the larger the penalty that must 
be paid. By the addition of the penalty terms e-‘P, the original constrained minimization 
problem is reduced to the unconstrained minimization problem of finding u, E V such that 
min F,(u) = FJu,) 
UEV 
where the minimum is sought hroughout the entire space V. Under mild conditions on F, one is 
WeElkly 
guaranteed the existence of a sequence {u,} of minimizers uch that u, - u in V as E + 0, 
where u is a minimizer of the original functional F. A key aspect of such an approach is that the 
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approximate minimizer u, lies exterior to the constraint set K; hence the term “exterior” 
penalty method. 
There are other types of penalty methods employed in optimization theory. In particular, in 
interior penalty methods a penalized functional such as 
F,=F+cQ, E>O 
is used, but the interior penalty functional Q is designed so that the minimizers u, of F, lie in 
interior to the constraint set K. Thus, the addition of the penalty term Q prevents the violation 
of the constraint; the “trial solutions” u, always remain inside the constraint set K for any 
E > 0. Again, under reasonable conditions on F and Q, u, converges to a minimizer u E K as 
E + 0. The interior penalty methods are typically used in finite-dimensional problems with linear 
inequality constraints, but some generalizations to abstract optimization problems have been 
proposed (Fiacco and Jones[4], Stong[S], Fiacco[6]). For more details on various penalty 
approaches in optimization theory, see Fiacco and McCormick[7]. 
The present investigation is concerned with the development of finite element ap- 
proximations of the Signorini problem of elastostatics: the problem of equilibrium of a linearly 
elastic body in contact with a rigid frictionless foundation. This class of problems, which is 
discussed in great detail in the forthcoming book of Kikuchi and Oden[8], is characterized by 
the system 
(J%jk/Uk,l).j + fi = 0 in fi 
Ui=O on ID 
Eijk,Uk,,nj = ti On r~ 
(1.1) 
and the inequality constraints 
u.n5s,u~(u)SO 
u.(u)(u*n-s)=O 
I 
on Ic (1.2) 
a&l) = 0 
where the usual notations and conventions of elasticity are used: Q is a smooth, open, bounded 
domain in RN with boundary dR = I=D U FF U rc, n is a unit exterior vector normal to afi and 
ui = Ui(x) (with x = (x,,_x~, . . . , xN) E a) are the Cartesian components of the displacement 
vector u, Eijk, are the elasticities of the material, fi are the components of body force per unit 
volume, and ti are the surface tractions. In (1.2), Ic is the contact area, i.e. Tc contains those 
portions of an which come in contact with the foundation upon the application of loads. The 
function “s” is a normalized initial “gap” between the body and the foundation prior to 
deformation. The notation here is standard and follows that in Kikuchi and Oden[8]. As is well 
known (see, e.g. Duvaut and Lions [9] or Kikuchi and Oden[8]), problem (1.1) can be fromulated 
as the constrained optimization problem, 
minimize F on K (1.3) 
where F is now the total potential energy and K is the subset of admissible displacements 
satisfying the constraint (1.2) (in an appropriate sense). This fact was exploited by Oden, 
Kikuchi and Song[3], who developed and analyzed several numerical schemes for studying 
such contact problems using an exterior penalty formulation of (1.3). Despite the fact that (1.3) 
involves an inequality constraint, there does not appear to have been any attempts in the 
literature to use the interior penalty ideas as a basis for formulating this problem and solving it 
numerically. 
In the present study, two new formulations of the general class of contact problems 
described by (1.1) and (1.2) are given which employ the concepts of interior penalty and which 
differ in the form of the interior penalty functional used. The construction and analysis of these 
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penalty methods is given in Section 2. There we also prove the existence and uniqueness of 
minimizers of the penalized functionals for each E>O and show that sequence of such 
minimizer can be constructed which converges to a generalized solution of the contact problem 
as E tends to zero. Section 3 is devoted to the development of a new class of finite element 
methods for the analysis of boundary-value problems with inequality constraints of the type 
(1.3). The interior penalty methods developed in Section 2 are used as a basis for a finite- 
element approximation of problem (1.1) or (1.3). 
The convergence of these methods is also investigated, and a priori error estimates are 
derived. An algorithm for the implementation of the interior penalty-finite lement methods 
developed in Section 3, is outlined in Section 4, and is applied to a representative example. The 
numerical example considered here is the problem of indentation of a rigid punch into an elastic 
solid. Solutions to this problem by other method are available and can be used for comparison. 
It is shown that the methods developed in this study are efficient and produce results in good 
agreement with those obtained by other methods. 
2. INTERIOR PENALTY FORMULATIONS 
2.1 Variational ideas for contact problems in elasticity 
We shall now establish that the general class of contact problems without friction charac- 
terized by (1.1) and (1.2) can be put into a variational setting that enables us to make use of 
results from the theory of constrained optimization. We begin by introducing the Hilbert space 
V={v=(v,,v2,... , UN) E W'WlN13W = 0 on rd (2.1) 
where y(v) = v(r and y is the usual trace operator mapping [Hi(f continuously onto 
[H1’*(&I)lN which is the completion of C’(&) with respect o the norm 
and H’(a) is the usual Sobolev space of functions with distributional derivatives in L’(n) (see, 
e.g. Adams [lo]). 
We shall assume throughout that meas ID > 0. Then V is a Hilbert space when equipped 
with the norm, 
l)v(l,* = I, (Vvl* dx, IVv)’ = Vv . Vv. 
The potential energy functional of our problem is defined by the functional 
F: V+R; F(v)=ia(v,v)-f(v) 
where 
ah V) = 
I 
Eij,t,uk,,vi,j dx, U, v E V 
n 
and 
f(V) = I, fiVi dX + I,, tiVi ds, V E V 
and we assume 
fi E L*(n), ti E L’(lTJ7) 
Fc fl FD = 0; Ic is a smooth (e.g. C*) surface. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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We shall make the following assumptions concerning the elastic coefficients Eiikl in (2.1): 
(0 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Eijkf E L"(fi), ,ri~~~sN Ihjk~h~ s M = const* 
Eijk,(x) = Ek/ij(X) = Ejik,(x) 
a.e. in a, 1 I i, j, k, 1 I N 
There exists a constant m. > 0 such that 
Ei+,(X)Ak,A, 2 MoAijAij 
for all tensors A such that A, = A,. 
(2.6) 
Under these assumptions, one can show that a(., *) is V-elliptic and continuous (see Duvaut and 
Lions [9]); i.e. 
4u, VI 5 ~llUllIIIVIII v u7 v E v 
4u, 4 2 ~llvl112 VVE v (2.7) 
Also, it is easily verified that f is a continuous linear functional on V, i.e. f E V’ (the dual 
space of V). 
The constraints (1.2) enter the variational problem in the form of the constraint set 
K = {v E V/y,(v)- s 5 0 a.e. on I,}. (2.8) 
Here y.(v) = u, on Fe, v, = y(vi)ni. We remark that the ordering 5 on (2.7) is well-defined and 
that the set K is a non-empty, closed, convex subset of V (for more details, see Kikuchi and 
Oden [8]). 
Finally, we note that, the functional F, restricted to K, has the following properties: 
(i) F is strictly convex. 
(ii) F is Gateaux differentiable; indeed, 
(IIF( v) = u(u, v) -f(v) Vu, v E K (2.9) 
(iii) F is coercive; i.e., because of (2.7),, 
F(v)+ + m as llvll, + CQ, v E K. 
As is well known (see e.g. Ekeland and Temam [ 1 l]), these properties are sufficient o guarantee 
the existence of a unique solution u to the minimization problem 
v2i; F(v) = F(u) (2.10) 
and to establish that this minimizer u can be characterized as the solution of the variational 
inequality: 
u E K: a(u, v-u) r f(v-u) V v E K. (2.11) 
2.2 Penalty formulation 
In anticipation of problems connected with the approximation of the constraint set K, we 
now seek an alternative formulation of the variational problem (2.10) (or (2.11)) which make use 
of interior penalty concepts. As a guide to such formulations, we first establish a basic 
existence theorem. Again, we are interested in the problem of minimizing of functional 
. 
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0 V is an arbitrary Hilbert space 
0 K is a n_on-empty, closed, convex subset of V 
0 F: K+ W is a strictly convex, Giteaux differentiable, 
coercive functional defined on the set K. 
(2.12) 
A functional Q: V+i shall be called a barrier (or an interior penalty) functional for an 
objective functional F satisfying (2.12) if and only if 
(i) Q: V+k! is convex, proper, and lower semicontinuous 
(ii) Q(v) < + x if v E & and Q(u) = + cc if v 6 R 
(iii) F,(v)- F(v)+cQ(u) is coercive; F,: V+E 
(iv) for every sequence v, E R converging weakly to 
v E K as e -+O, we have lim inf EQ(v,) 2 0 
c-to 
(2.13) 
where I? is the interior of set K and E is an arbitrary positive number, which is less than a finite 
value M. 
THEOREM 2.1 
Let (2.12) be given and let Q be a barrier penalty functional (i.e. Q satisfies (2.13)). Then, 
(i) for every 6 > 0, there exists a unique minimizer U, E K of the functional 
F,(u)= F(v)+cQ(v), v E V (2.14) 
(ii) if Q is Gdteaux differentiable in dom (Q), then the minimizer u, for the fixed E > 0 is 
characterized by the equation, 
(DF(u,), u) + l (DQ(u,),u) = 0 V v E V (2.15) 
where (., *) denotes duality pairing on v’ x V, and 
(iii) there exists a subsequence uEI, of solutions of (2.15) such that 
u,,- u (weakly) in V 
as l k + 0, where u E K is the minimizer of F(i.e. u is the solution of problem (2.10)). 
Proof. (i) It is clear that F, is proper, strictly convex, lower semicontinuous, and coercive for 
each E > 0. By the generalized Weierstrass minimization theorem (see e.g. Vainberg[ 12]), it follows 
that there exist a unique minimizer u, for each E > 0. Clearly, since F, < t q u, E x. 
(ii) Let Q be Gbteaux differentiable with derivative DQ: V+ V’. Since F, is convex, lower 
semicontinuous, and GBteaux differentiable, the minimizer satisfies the following variational 
inequality: 
(DF,(u,),u-us)20 Vu E K 
Since u, E &?, there exists p > 0 such that u, t pu E & for v E V. Thus, 
(DFJu,), v) = 0 V v E V 
which is precisely (2.15). 
(iii) Clearly, 
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so that for some fixed u. E g, and E < M (positive number), 
F,(k) 5 F(uo) + EQ(Uo) 
< F(uo) + MlQ(uo)l 
= constant. 
This means that FJu,) is uniformly bounded, independent of E, for E <M. But, since F, is 
coercive, we must also have a constant C, independent of E, such that 
This implies that a sequence k +O can be found such that 
u 
ck 
- u weakly in V 
where u is necessarily in K (because uck E k and K is weakly sequentially closed). 
Hence, from property (iv), 
F(v) = h$ inf (F(u) + l kQ(u)) 2 lim inf F,(u,,) 
Ek-@ 
= !i$ inf (F(U,,) + d?(Uck)) 
rF(u) vu E v. 
Thus, the limit u is a minimizer of F and is in K. 0 
2.3 Examples of barrier functionals 
Two examples of barrier functionals appropriate for contact problems are: 
(1) The inverse barrier functional 
- 
Q,(v) = 
i, 
(m(v) - s)-’ dt, v E K 
+oOr’ v@K 
(2) The logarithmic barrier functional 
(2.16) 
Q2W = 
(, ln(s- y,,W)dt, v E K 
rc 
+m v6K I 
(2.17) 
We shall now demonstrate hat each of these functionals is well-defined for the space V of 
(2.1) and satisfy the requirements (2.13) of barrier functionals for the energy functional F of 
(2.2). 
From the definition of V, v E (H’(fl))N, and by the trace theorem, x(v)= v. II E 
H”‘(JI’,-) C L’(I’,-) since v * n - s < 0, a.e. in g, (v * n - s)-’ is bounded in I% Furthermore, the 
measure of Tc is positive. Thus (using again the simplified notation v * n = m(v)), 
(v * n - s)-’ E L”(T,). (2.18) 
On the other hand, from the elementary relationship --x < -in x < x-‘, Vx > 0 and x E R, we have 
van-s<-ln(s-v*n)<(s-v.n)-’ a.e. in rc But (v - n- s) E L’(r,) and (V + n - s)-’ E 
cyr,) c F(r,), thus 
- In (s -V . n) E z2(r,). (2.19) 
Here we have made use of the following fact: 
. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
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Let f, g, and g2 be real-valued functions such that g,(x) <f(x) < g,(x) VX E PC, g,, 
g, E t2(f’c). Then f E L’(r,). cl 
To study additional properties of these function& we next call upon a basic lemma due to 
Brezis[l3] and establish another lemma on convexity which can be easily proved. 
LEMMA 2.2. 
Let g : RN +k be a proper, convex and lower semi-continuous function. Let v E [LP(fi)JN and 
let F: (15~(s2))~ + i be defined by 
F(v) = I I g(v) dx if g(v) E L’(n) 0 +x: if otherwise. 
Then F is proper, convex and lower semicontinuous. 
LEMMA 2.3. 
Let f : R + R be convex and decreasing function and g : V-, R be a concave. Then the 
composition f 0 g is convex. 13 
Now, let us establish the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.2. 
The functionals Q,, Q2: V+i defined by (2.16) and (2.17) are barrier functionals for the 
energy functional F of (2.2). 
Proof. (i) By using Lemma 2.3, we easily verify the functions 
and 
qdv)W = (s(x) - v(x) .n(x))-’ 
q*(v)(x) = - ln(s(x) - v(x) . n(x)) 
are convex in RN for any choice of v; that is, 
qi(CrU+(l - CT)V)5 Cqj(U)t(l - Cr)qi(V) 
i=l,2,a E [O,l]+Vu,v E lZ,vxerc. 
(2.20) 
Thus, the functionals Qi: V+k given by 
Qi(v) = I,, qi(v) ds, i=l,2 
are also convex functionals on k. 
The functions q1 and q2 of (2.20) are continuous from R2 into R (as can be seen by noting 
that each is a composition of a continuous functions f,(x) = x-’ or f*(x) = In x and a continuous 
function p(v) = s-v * n). Moreover, qi E L’(rc). Hence, from Lemma 2.2, Qr and QZ are 
convex and lower semi-continuous on V. 
(ii) Property (ii) of (2.13) is obviously satisfied by definition of the Qi. 
(iii) It is obvious that F + EQ, is coercive; indeed, since Q,(v)rO, then 
F(v) + l Qdv) 2 F(v) 
and, by hypothesis, F(v) --) + x as (]v](, + + cc. 
To verify that Q2 satisfies (iii), note that since In (S - 0,) < s - v,, 
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F(v) + cQ2W 1 mll~ll,~ - c#llollvll, - ~~2tk111- l 3 
where cl, c2 and c3 are positive constants. Hence, 
F(v) + l Q2(v) + + 30 as llvlll + m. 
(iv) Let us examine property (iv) of (2.13). Let vy E K converge weakly to v E K as 
Ek + 0. Then, 
(a) Inverse barrier function 
lim inf qQr(v,,) 2 0 since Q,(v) > 0, V v E g 
ck4 
(b) Logarithmic barrier function 
Since -1n x > -x, x > 0, we have 
Q2(vEk)=Lc -ln(s-v,.o)dt>l (v,*n-s)dt 
TC 
and 
I (s - v,, *n)ds= r II r,(~-vck*n)dt I 
5 dvekll, + II& l,rc 5 Cl 
where cl is a positive constant. Here we used the fact that every sequence v,, weakly 
convergent in V must be bounded in V. Therefore, 
lim inf ekQ2(vq) 2 lim inf l k 
rk4 ek4 I rc 
(vet . n - s) dt 
2 lim inf ( - l kcI) 
Ek4 
= 0. 0 
Now let us examine the Gdteaux differentiability of functionals Q, and Q2. To do this, we 
will make use of the following Generalized Leibnitz rule: 
LEMMA 2.4. 
If g: fi x (0, CL)--, R (p E R, k > 0) satisfies the following conditions, 
(i) Caratheodory conditions 
t+g(x, t) E C'@) a.e. x E fi 
x+g(x, f) E L’(n) v t E (0, y) 
(ii) there exists h E L’(R) such that 
I I &Y(x, 0at 5 h(x) a.e. in R, t E (0, CL) 
Then, 
$ 
I 
g(x. t) dx = 
n I n 
F dx. 
THEOREM 2.3. 
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Functionals Q, and Qz are Gdteaux differentiable. 
Proof. In our cases, q,(v) = (s -v * n)-’ and q*(v) = -In (s -v * n). First, it is clear that the 
functions t + qr(u + tv), q2(u + tv) E C’(T,) and that v+ q&r + tv), q,(u t tv) E L’(I’,-), V t E 
(0, CL) since q1 and q2 are in L2(r,) and the functions x-l and In x, x > 0 are continuous. Second, we 
note that 
and 
for all u + tv E R because v . n E L2(r,) and (u . n - F)-’ E L”(r,) for all u E k. 
Therefore, 
(by Lemma 2.4) 
= OQ,, v) = [6Qlh), Y”(V)1 
where [a, -1 denotes duality pairing on W’ x W with W = H”2(TC). Similarly, 
Fn,r, -$ Q2(u t Au) = 
I 
‘*’ dt 
-?I rc (s - u .n) 
= WQ2r v> = [SQ2W, xW1. 
2.4 Calculation of contact pressures 
One of the advantages of penalty formulations uch as ours is that the unconstrained 
problem contains only one dependent variable u,; unlike Lagrange multiplier techniques, it is 
not necessary to introduce a multiplier corresponding to the constraint. Nevertheless, such 
multipliers may have an important physical significance and one would hope that it is possible 
to evaluate them in penalty formulations. 
In the contact problem considered here, the multiplier corresponding to the contact 
constraint is precisely the contact pressure normal to the contact surface. To ascertain how it 
might be computed, we rewrite (2.15) in the form, 
ah, v) + 46Q(u,), mb91 = f(v) V v E V (2.21) 
whereas the Lagrange multiplier formulation of the problem is of the form 
ah 4 - [P. yn WI = f(v) VVE v 
[q- P,YnynU)-SlZO Vq E N (2.22) 
where N is the nonempty, closed convex set 
N={q E W’jqsO} (2.23) 
In (2.23) the ordering “ I ” is understood to define the positive cone in w’ conjugate to the 
cone C in W whereon “ I” signifies that if U, v E H’(a) and y(u) 5 y(u), then y(u) 5 y(v) 
almost everywhere on 8R. 
CAMWA Vol. 8, No. I-D 
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A comparison of (2.21) with (2.22) suggests that a possible approximation pe of the contact 
pressure p might be given by 
d&9 v) - bw 7% WI = f(v) VVE v (2.24) 
where 
PC = - l (m(u,) - s)-* for Q = Q, 
P. = E(Y”(U,) - s)-’ for Q = Q2 I 
(2.25) 
Such approximations of contact pressures are always computable: since a unique solution u, 
of (2.21) exists for every E > 0, we need only compute the normal trace m(u)( = u * n for 
u E C(a)) and then use (2.26) to obtain p.. 
The question of the convergence of pe to the contact pressure p E W’ satisfying (2.22) 
pivots of the Babuska-Brezzi condition for this unilateral constraint (see, for example, 
Bab&ka[l4] and Brezzi[lS]). For the present problem, this condition assumes the form 
There exists a constant (Y > 0 such that 
(2.26) 
This condition is equivalent to the requirement that the trace operator y,,: V+ W be surjective 
and that therefore, its transpose -yX be bounded below. 
THEOREM 2.4. 
Let (2.26) hold. Then there exists a sequence of positive numbers E +O such that p. defined 
by (2.25) converges weakly in the set N C W’ to the contact pressure p, in (2.22), where N is 
defined in (2.23). 
Proof. If p.-p in W’ and u, -u in V, then it is obvious from (2.24) that (u, p) is a solution 
of (2.22). Thus, we need to show that pz is uniformly bounded in E. But this follows (2.24): 
[PC, Yn WI = f (4 - a (u,, 4 
5 (if II* + ~ll~Mlvll* 
5 Clblll VVE v. 
Since (2.26) holds, 
(2.27) 
Thus, a subsequence exists which converges weakly to p E W’; but p E N, since N is closed 
and convex in W’. 
0 
Stronger conditions are needed to guarantee that p. converges trongly to p in W’ and to 
estimate rates of convergence in terms of E. 
By substracting (2.24) from (2.22) we have 
~(u-u,,v)-[P,-P,y,(v)l=O vv E v (2.28) 
Thus, from (2.26) and (2.7),, 
IIP - P&v 5 $ ,s$ [p - i$yv)l 
+-u.lll (2.29) 
It follows that pE will converge strongly to p in W’ whenever u, converges trongly to u in V. 
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Note also that, by virtue of (2.28) and (2.7),, 
ml/u - u,Il,* 5 [P, -P, mh - 41 
= [P, -P, mh) - 81 + kJ -P., Y.(U) - 81 
5 [PC - P9 m(u,) - $1 (2.30) 
(since [p - p., y”(u) - s] 5 0 by virtue of (2.22),.). 
Consider the case of the inverse barrier functional Q, and let us assume that the exact 
contact pressure p and its perturbation p, = - E(~,(u,) - s)-* are such that 
( -PI-“*, (-pry”* E w. 
Then, for the inverse barrier’functional Q,, we have 
[P, -P, m(uA - sl = [P, -P, - dE)( - PJ*‘*l 
= - m[P, -P, ( - PV21 
- l44[P, -P, (- P.r”* - ( - PY21 
5 - m[PE - P, ( - P)-“*l 
(2.31) 
the last step having used the fact that -%‘(E)[P, -p, (-pJ”*- (-p)-“*I 50. Hence, in this 
case, 
[PC - P, mw - $15 e4lIP - Phv~ll( - P)-“*llw 
Combining this result with (2.29) and (2.30) yields 
(2.32) 
lb - U,llI c-g (I( - P)-“*JIw~/(E). (2.33) 
Similarly, for the logarithmic barrier functional Q2, if 
t-P)-‘, c-P,)-’ E w 
then a repetition of the above manipulation yields 
lb - U,llI 5 $$I( - P)-‘lIti 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
In summary, we have proved the following result: , 
THEOREM 2.5. 
Let (u, p) E VX W’ and (u,, p,) E V X W’ be solutions of problems -!2:21) and (2.24), 
respectively, with p. given by (2.23). In addition, let (2.7) hold. Then, for all e > 0, 
IIP -P.llw~~~IIu-u.II,. (2.36) 
Moreover, if the inverse barrier functional is used and (2.31) holds, then 
lb - u,ll1 5 j$ II( - P)-‘“llwl4E) (2.37) 
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whereas if the logarithmic barrier functional Q2 is used and (2.34) holds, 
(2.38) 
0 
We remark that assumptions (2.31) and (2.34) can be considerably weakened. Obviously, 
(2.31) automatically holds for p, and it need hold for p only on some space H$(I’;), I; being a 
measurable subset of Ic on which p(x) < 0. Similar comments apply to (2.34). 
We also remark at the dramatic increase in the rate of convergence of u, to u in the case of 
logarithmic barrier functionals as opposed to the inverse functional, the rate being O(E) compared 
with Q(e”*). 
3. FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATIONS 
3.1 Construction of finite element approximations 
We construct finite element approximations of the penalized variational problem (2.21) in 
the usual fashion: the domain R is partitioned into a collection of E finite elements R, over 
which the displacement field u is approximated by polynomials of degree k. By regular 
refinements of the mesh, we can, in this way, produce a family { Vh}O<h51 of finite-dimensional 
subspaces of the space V, where h, the mesh parameters, is the largest diameter of an element 
in the mesh. Typically, 
v, = {v” E (C”(n))Nlv* I&= Veh E 9/J&) 
e=l,2,...,E} (3.1) 
where LP,Jf&) is the space of polynomials of degree I k on 0,. We assume that these spaces are 
endowed with standard interpolation properties; i.e. if v E (Hr(0))N (l V, then there exists 
i” E V,, such that 
I/v - th(l, 5 cwllvIIr, s = 0, 1 
p = min (k + I- s, r - s). (3.2) 
In this manner, we approximate the variational problem (2.21) by seeking uch E V, C V such 
that 
a(uch,vh)+e I vh * n(t) rc (s - kh . n)“(t) dt = f(v”) tlvh E V,, (3.3) 
where u = 2 if Qr is used and (Y = 1 if Q2 is used. 
Most of the criteria sufficient o guarantee the existence of a unique solution u, of the 
“continuous” problem (2.21) carry over to the discrete problem (3.3): the functional F, of (2.14) 
is clearly strictly convex, Gateaux-differentiable, and coercive on each V,. Thus, for each E > 0 
and each h > 0, there exists a unique uEh E V, satisfying (3.3). 
The question of the existence of approximate contact pressures is more delicate. Cor- 
responding to each choice of V, and barrier functional Q, there is a space W, of approximate 
pressures. For example, if V, is spanned be piecewise quadratics and Q is the logarithmic 
barrier functions, qh E wh will mean that qhl is piecewise quadratic. If pb is the ap- 
proximation of ps given by 
phs = - esQ(u,h) (Q = QI or Qd 
then pch will be a stable approximation i wj, if a discrete Babuska-Brezzi condition of the type 
in (2.26) holds for the subspace V, and Wh. 
. 
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To demonstrate the role of such a discrete condition, consider a class of approximations for 
which the following condition holds: 
(i) The family { W,,} of approximations of the contact pressure is such that 
W,C W Vh>O 
(ii) There exists a constant (Yh > 0 such that 
and u w,,=w 
h4 
where 
ishy h(uh)l = I,, 4h~n(vh) dt and lll~hlll =lhhll~,~, 
(3.4) 
Let us introduce one more set & which is a finite element approximation of K such that 
& = {V" E vl(yn(Vh) - S)(&j> 5 0, 4 E rch}. 
Now the following theorem can be established. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
Let Nh be a finite element approximation of N of (2.23), i.e. 
N,, = {qh E w,lqh <o}. 
Then the discrete problem 
a(Ueh, vh) + f[6f&h), yn(vh)] =f(vh) v vh E v,, (3.5) 
has a unique solution u,h for all E > 0. Moreover, if condition (ii) of (3.4) holds, then (u,h, pt), 
where pCh = - &@uch) converges weakly to a pair (uh, ph) E Kh X wh and (uh, ph) iS the 
solution of 
a(Uh, vh) - [ph, y,,(vh)] =f(vh) v vh E v, 
3 [qh-ph,yn(Uh)-s]~o tlqh E N,,. (3.6) 
Proof. The fact that a solution uCh exists to (3.1) for each E > 0 was noted earlier. Also, (2.9) 
and (2.13) provide the uniform boundness of IJu,hI( , in E in Kh. On the other hand, from (ii) of 
(3.4), we also have the uniform boundness of IIIp.“III in E in Nh. Therefore, there exist subsequences 
of {u”} and {p”} which converge to uh and ph as r-0, i.e. 
a(u$ vh)- rP$ Y,(Vh)l = f(v”> vvh E v,, 
3 oh, vh) - [Ph, m(vh)l = f(vh) vvh E vh. as 4’0. 
Now, we will show that ph and uh satisfy the inequality in (3.6). First we consider: 
(i) The logarithmic barrier functional. Then 
peh = E(y”(U,h) - s)-‘. 
And, for arbitrary qh E Nh, 
[sh -P,h, YAU,h) - sl = ksh, YrhY - sl - [Pch, mh.h) - $1 
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[4”, r&Y - 812 0 (since qh IO, yn(uEh)- s 5 0) 
_ 
(3.7) 
[P,h, m(u,h) - $1 = d(%(U,h) - s)-‘, mb.h)- $1 
5 C,E 
Passing to the limit as e tends to zero gives 
[qh -ph, m(uh)-sl = hh, mbh)- slr0 
(ii) The inverse barrier functional. In this case, 
p,” = - e(y.(u,h) - sy2. 
Similarly, 
[pe”, rnh”) - ~1 = I ~c t-p,“, 14d(-~p,h)-“~ dt 
=V(e)j-C(-p.h)“2dt 
5 C,V( E) 
because jl/pChl/ is uniformly bounded in E. Thus, again taking the limit as E tends to zero yields 
[qh - ph, yn(uh) - s] 2 0. 
By subtracting (3.6) from (3.5), we have 
a (II” - t&h, vh) - [p,h .-ph, m(vh)] =o VVh E 
Thus, from (2.7), and (ii) of (3.4) 
0 
vh. (3.8) 
(3.9) 
By arguments similar to those used in analyzing the continuous problem, we can establish 
the following theorem on the rate of convergence in E. 
THEOREM 3.2. 
Assume that solution ph of (3.6) and pEh = - ESQ(U,~) are such that 
( - PJY'2, (‘-ph)-“2 E w,, 
for the inverse barrier functional or (3.10) 
(-p,h)-‘1 (-ph)-’ E wh 
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for the logarithmic barrier functional and (3.6) holds. Then we have 
for the inverse barrier functional and 
lluh - d% c-& IIK - Ph)-llll~ 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
for the logarithmic barrier functional. 0 
There is still a deficiency in these estimates that can be overcome under certain additional 
hypothesis; the estimates (3.11) and (3.12) involve ph’ on the r.h.s. rather than p and, hence, 
may depend on h. This is avoided in the case in which 
II/( - p)-I’*- (- ph)-‘q( I C/l”, CT > 0 1 
for (3.11) or (3.13) 
l(l(-p)-‘-(-ph)-‘JJI~Ch”, cr>o 
for (3.12). Then, for instance, 
lll( - Ph)-“*llM~) 5 Chum + WIl( - P)-“*Ill 
and 
lll( - Ph)-‘lll~ 5 Ch”~ + Elll( - P)-‘Ill. 
Thus, whenever (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) hold, 
[ 
Ahab) + VW) for the inverse barrier functional 
llUh - U,hlII = 
I O( h”e + E) 
for the logarithmic barrier 
functional. 
3.2 A priori error bounds 
The error between the penalized finite element solution (II,“, p,h) and the true solutions (u, p) 
can be divided into two parts: 
(a) The errors with the fixed mesh size h 
IIkh - Uhllh IlIP: - PhIlI 
(b) The errors of the finite approximation obtained as E + 0 
lbh - UlIh lIIPh - PIII. 
Clearly, 
and 
lIkh - ull, 5 llbh - Uhlll + llUh - ull* (3.14) 
II/P: - PII/ S Illp,h - PhIlI + Illph -PI/I* (3.15) 
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But we have already estimated the first parts of these errors in Theorem 3.2. Now, the finite 
element approximation errors can be estimated in the following manner. 
THEOREM 3.3. 
Assume that (2.22), (2.31), (2.34), (ii) of (3.4) and (3.10) hold. Then the following estimates 
hold: 
lbh - 4 5 G[llu - Vhlll +lb - 4hlll* +$ Mu - vh>llll 
+ C*[(JJP - qhJII (IIYn(U - vh)(ll + [4 - Ph + qh - P7 Y”(U) - ,lY2 
lIIPh - Plll 5 llhh - PiI+ {IIW -Pill* + lbh - 4lJ 
Vq EN, Vqh E NhandVVh E Vh 
(3.16) 
where Ill . III* = II * lb. 
Proof. By subtracting (2.22), from (3.6),, we have 
n(Uh-u,Vh)=[ph-p,Yn(Vh)] vVh E v, 
and let vh = uh - u. Then, since 
a(Uh -u, Uh - ,,) = a(Uh - u, vh -u) + [p” -p, 3/,,(uh - vh)] tlVh E vh 
the proof is completed in the following steps: 
(9 ~ph-~,?h~~h-~h~l=~ph-p,~~~~-~h~l+~ph-~h,~,~~h--U)1 
+ [qh -P, h(Uh - u)l 
(ii) ~~~-q~,~.~u~-u~l~-~p~-~~,‘~~~~~-~l 
~t4-Ph+4h-P,%(U)-Sl 
(iii) [ph -P, m(u-vh)l 5 lIlph -pllI Ill~(u-v~)lll 
(iv) Mph - PIII 5 Illph - qhlll +ll14h - Plll 
(v) ~hl(bh - 4hlll 5 “j!p, [ph - ;v:l;j,(vh)’ 
= sup n(uh -u, vh) + tp - qh, mbh)l 
“hE v, IIVhlll 
5 WllUh -41 + 4llP - 4hlll*. 
By combining (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) and using the Young’s inequality, we get (3.16). 0 
Finally, we obtain the total error estimates by simple applications of (3.14) and (3.15) and the 
results of Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3. The further use of estimates of the type derived here 
to determine asymptotic rate of convergence must await more detailed information on the 
interpolation properties of the spaces Wk. 
4.1 An algorithm 
4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
We shall now describe an algorithm for implementing the finite element methods described 
in the previous ection. Toward this end, let us consider a two-dimensional finite-element model 
of V with N-degrees of freedom. Then typical test functions vh E vh and the finite-element 
approximation uEh can be expressed in the form 
(vh)i = u:~,(x), (U,h)i = u:~,(x); (Y = 132,. .T N (4.1) 
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where (vh)i, (uh)i, i = 1,2 are the Cartesian components of the vectors vh and uEh, $J, are the 
usual conforming finite-element basis functions, and the repeated nodal indices (Y are summed 
from 1 to N. Note that if xB = (xrP, xz8) denotes node /3 in the finite-element mesh, then 
d%h~) = s,B so that (vh)(xU) = vp 
a-1,2 ,..., N; i=l,2. (4.2) 
We shall use the representations (4.1) and the finite-element formulation (3.3) to obtain a 
system of equations for the nodal values ui” (which depend upon E). For definiteness, let us 
assume that the logarithmic barrier functional is employed. Our first step is to introduce a 
numerical quadrature rule I(*) to integrate approximately the penalty term: 
dt + I((s - u,h * n)-‘vh - n). 
Here I(*) is a quadrature rule of the type, 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
where E is the number of elements modeling Ic, w; are quadrature weights, and &p are 
quadrature points in element e. Typically, we employ the trapezoidal rule or Simpson’s rule for 
the examples described below. 
With these conventions, our discrete model assumes the form 
u(uch, vh) + d((s -uEh ’ u)-‘vh ’ u) = f(vh) v vh E vh. (4.5) 
Hence, introducing (4.1) into (4.5) yields the nonlinear system of equations, 
u:K$v~ + eQa'(u;)vy@ = fJv,B (4.6) 
where v,P are arbitrary and 
K$ = U($aii, &ij> 1 
NC at&(L) 
Qa’(us) = z,wm E(&) - U~tZi(&)$@(&) (4.7) 
f,‘=f(&ij); i,j=l,2; (~,@=1,2 ,..., N. 
Here ii are orthonormal basis vectors in W*, W, are (global) quadrature weights, and &, are 
(global) quadrature points, N, being the total number of quadrature points on I,“. By a simple 
renumbering of the unknowns u;, we can rewrite the nonlinear system (4.6) in terms of 2N 
unknown nodal displacement components, uI, u2,. . . , uzN: 
Kpq@ + l Qp(u) = f, (4.8) 
There p,4=1,2,... ,2N, Kp4 is the usual stiffness matrix, Q,,(u) and f, are the result of 
reordering unknowns in the penalty term Q,J(u:) and the load term fa’, and u = 
{ur, uz, * * *, u2N}T is the vector of unknown nodal displacements. 
Our algorithm for solving this system is given in the following steps: 
(1) Choose a trial solution u1 which satisfies the constraint conditions  - u * n I 0 at nodal 
points on I,“. 
(2) If R denotes the residual, 
&Au) = Kpquq + EQJu) - f,, p=1,2 N ,*.., 
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then we use standard Newton-Raphson iteration as described by the recurrance formula, 
(3) Next, we check to see if the solutions u4 r+, satisfy the constraint condition at each contact 
nodal point. If solutions violate the constraint, the process is reinitiated with a scaled-down 
initial starting vector ui. 
(4) Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until the relative errors 
and (4.10) 
are less than a preassigned tolerance E,~ and E,~, respectively, where Au,‘r = uy+i - up, and EN is 
the set of nodes on ICh. The case of the inverse barrier functional can be handled in precisely 
the same manner. 
4.2 A Numerical example 
To test the effectiveness of our methods, we now consider a representative numerical 
example. 
As an example, we consider the problem of indentation of a rectangular body by a rigid 
cylindrical punch. The diameter of punch is 8 units and the dimension of elastic body is 4 units 
by 16 units, as shown in Fig. 1. The problem is taken to be one of plane strain and we choose 
Young’s modulus E = 1000 and Poisson ratio Y = 0.3. 
Taking advantage of the symmetry of the problem, the left half of the rectangular elastic 
body is discretized by 18 nine-node quadrilateral isoparametric elements, as indicated in Fig. 2. 
h R=8 
Rigid Punch 
Elastic Material 
Young's modulus 
Poisson's ratio 
-L 
I- 16’ 
Fig. 1. Rigid punch problem. 
I,- . 
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4, 1, 
,, . 4, l 0 l 0 * 0 l 0 l 0 
l l 
Fii. 2. Rigid punch problem 3 x 6 9-node elements (4 x 8). 
We set the penalty parameter E= lo-*, 10-3, 10m4 and lo-’ for the logarithmic barrier functional 
and E = 10-3, 10m4, lo-’ and IO-* for the inverse barrier functional and utilize the algorithm 
outlined in the previous section. The computed results are compared with an analysis of the 
same problem by an exterior penalty method used by Song[l6] and Kikuchi and Oden[8]. A 
prescribed centerline deflection of 8 = 0.6 was chosen. 
In our computations, iterations were stopped when the relative errors eR1 and eR2 in (4.10) 
between r - lth and rth iteration reached lo-‘. 
From Table 1 and Fig. 3, we can see that the distribution of contact pressure computed 
using either barrier functional is almost he same and the computed eformed configuration is
in excellent agreement with that obtained using an exterior penalty algorithm. Notice that for 
a choice of l = lo-’ in the case of the logarithmic barrier functional and E = lo-* in the case of 
the inverse barrier functional, we obtained slightly different solutions. This is due to the fact 
that for the logarithmic penalty more iterations are required to reach the optimum solution since 
the presence of the penalty term eQ2 severely distorts the form of the objective functional F. 
Table 1. Contact pressure distribution (9 node-elements) 
Interior 
(Logarithmic) 
Interior 
(Inverse) 
Exterior 
1 
1o-2 
10-3 
10 
-4 
1O-5 
10-5 
10-3 
10 
-4 
lo-' 
10 
-8 
10 
-8 
- 
10-3 
i 
-- __ _ 
Sode t Node I 1 
204.8 
203.4 
203.4 
221.0 
Node 1: Node 2i 1 
___ _ 
193.9 176.9 111.2 
193.5 176.9 111.2 
193.5 176.9 111.2 
255.2 176.0 134.6 
208.8 195.7 179.5 112.5 
-. 
212.4 195.8 180.1 113.9 
204.8 193.5 177.3 111.2 
203.4 193.5 176.9 110.7 
216.0 207.9 178.6 118.8 
208.4 195.8 112.5 
209.3 196.2 
179.1 
179.1 
-- 
112.5 
-. 
Error Limit , 
2 
10-5 
1o-5 
10 -5 
10 -6 
iterations 
lo-' 
9 iterations 
10-5 
10-5 
10-5 
10-5 
2 iterations 
10 -6 
8 iterations 
10 -3 
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e : Logarlthmlc barpier functional 
I w 
0 I 3 
! g 
( ! loo I- O 
2oc- o 0 
Fii. 3(a). Contact pressure distribution at contact node. 
l : inverse barrier functional 
Fig. 3(b). Contact pressure distribution at contact node. 
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s: Exterior penalty functional 
Fii. 3(c). Contact pressure distribution at contact node. 
This effect is cured by assigning smaller elative error limits and, concomitantly, allowing more 
iterations. As shown in Table 1, contact pressures in the cases of E = lo-’ and lOmE with 8 or 9 
iterations are in good agreement with the results of the exterior penalty method. 
One computational difficulty that remains with our interior penalty method is the absence of 
a systematic method for choosing ood starting values for the iterative process. If we pick the 
trial points too close to the boundary Ia many iterations may be required for convergence, 
whereas an initial displacement field chosen too far from this boundary may be outside the 
radius of convergence of the scheme and the penalty method may fail. In the calculations 
described here, the appropriate trial points are chosen by checking the relative magnitude of 
penalty term to objective function; roughly speaking, if this term is too large, we readjust he 
starting vector to reduce the relative size of the penalty functional. 
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